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ABSTRACT
Various map-centered web services facilitate citizens’ lives. e-Government applications exist for many years already, while, Smart-City solutions are emerging in recent
years. For both the data quality assurance is a significant challenge. Since many of
such applications intensively use open data, approaches focused on open solutions
are required.
This work proposes a data-quality concept, which is based on intrinsic and comparable approaches. OpenStreetMap allows intrinsic data evaluation. Moreover, it is
used as a reference dataset for quality assessment of public-sector-information Open
Data layers. Equidistant point based statistics enables to filter out low-quality Open
Data features. A data-type model carries out the inventory of OpenStreetMap data.
The comparison of raster web-map tile file sizes and calculation of a simplified data
quality indicator make it possible to specify acceptable data quality levels. Embeddable instances of quality assurance web services incorporate data features with
acceptable quality.
This work provides all required software and data for the deployment of such
services under liberal licenses. Concrete instructions allow users to adopt the proposed solutions for their platforms, which are not limited by only e-Government
or Smart-City applications. Some generic use cases illustrate the advantages of the
introduced shared web services.
KEYWORDS
Data Quality, Big Spatial Data, WebGIS, e-Government, REST API, Computer
Vision

1. Introduction
Nowadays, various map-based Smart-City e-Governments applications are available
online. Alenezi, Tarhini, and Masadeh (2015) have mentioned that the data quality
is one of the most important factors of e-Government services success. The same
assumption can be applied to Smart-City applications. Bertot, Gorham, Jaeger, Sarin,
and Choi (2014) have described the effectiveness of the open data in e-Governance.
In this work, we introduce a data quality management system and describe open
data facilitating quality assurance for map-centered Smart-City and e-Government
solutions.
Rousell, Noskov, and Zipf (2018) have presented a data quality concept developed
for Smart-City solutions. The work is conducted in the frame of the WeGovNow (We
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Government Now) project funded by EU Horizon-2020 program. WeGovNow (WGN)
(Boella et al. (2018)) is a research and innovation action focused on civic participation
in local government aiming at using state-of-the-art digital technologies in community
engagement platforms to involve citizens in decision-making processes within their
local neighborhood. The concept is based on intrinsic and comparable data quality assessment processes. Open datasets (mainly, OpenStreetMap) are utilized in the frame
of the work. The mentioned solutions do not require authoritative ground-truth reference datasets, and only open data are used. Moreover, a Simplified Data Quality
Indicator has been proposed as a core data quality indicator. We extend this indicator
in the present article by the information extracted from the OpenStreetMap (OSM)
raster web tiles.
Noskov (2018a) has proposed a practical approach for extracting the information
from raster web tiles and comparison of data provided by various web tile services (e.g.,
OSM and Google Maps). The mentioned work consider two aspects: sizes of PNG files
and points extracted by computer vision processes. In the present work, we use sizes
for comparison of OSM and Google Maps (GM) tiles. An edge detection algorithm
facilitates the extraction of information from OSM raster tiles. The main advantage of
the size-based solution is that the size of a tile can be obtained from headers without
downloading a PNG file. It dramatically speeds up a process.
We combine the mentioned solutions to prepare a spatial database. For this, we
utilize the Integrated Geographic Information System Tool Kit (IGIS.TK). IGIS.TK
has been introduced by Noskov (2018b). In the present work, we use some data conversion, and quality assessment scripts resided in ”c” (conversion) and ”q” (quality)
directories of the toolkit correspondingly. IGIS.TK utilizes a shared library assembled
into the Tiles Common Framework (Tiles.CF) project. The framework is used by the
Geo-Spatial Data Repository (GSDR) project (Zipf and Noskov (2018)). GSDR is a
WebGIS consisting of three main components: spatial database, a universal REST API
(Masse (2011)) instance, and an advanced HTML5 frontend.
In the present work, we use two first components for the implementation of an embeddable system for the interactive improvement of data quality. In this paper, we
describe concepts and processes applied to the preparation of a spatial database. A
database is a core component of the proposed embeddable systems. A database comprises data retrieved from OSM, Open Data and raster web tiles (OSM and Google
Maps). A light-weight REST API uses a database for ”on-the-fly” improvement of
user’s input. In the conducted earlier research only one pilot site was covered, the
current article considers four pilot sites: Southwark (London, UK), San Dona di Piave
(Italy), Turin (Italy) and Heidelberg (Germany). The Heidelberg pilot site is not fully
covered; only OSM and raster tile data have been processed for its area. Heidelberg
is not a WeGovNow’s pilot site; it is involved as an additional pilot site, because of
authors’ deep knowledge respecting the area (especially, in the OSM context). We
have archived the generated datasets (WeGovNowConsortium and OpenStreetMapContributors (2019)) and collected specific software (Noskov (2019a)) required for the
deployment of the proposed embeddable solutions; further, in the text, we will address
to them as ”archiving data” and ”archiving software,” correspondingly. The archiving
software consisting of the three following projects: Noskov (2019b, 2019c, 2019d).
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes source data.
Section 3 considers the methods and software for data processing. The results are
discussed in Section 4. Moreover, it discusses a data model, provides the inventory of
resulting datasets and demonstrates the concrete steps required for the deployment of
the introduced solutions. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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Figure 1. Pilot Sites.

2. Source Data
As mentioned earlier, four pilot sites are covered. Figure 1 shows them. Areas of pilot sites in square kilometers are as follows: San Dona di Piave - 111, Turin - 160,
Southwark - 167, and Heidelberg - 391. The concrete boundaries of the pilot sites
are provided by *.poly files of the archiving datasets (WeGovNowConsortium and
OpenStreetMapContributors (2019)). Various OSM tools use poly files for clipping
data from the OSM data dump. We utilize osm-history-splitter (Körner (2017))
for this. In this section, three data sources will be considered: OSM, OpenData, and
OnToMap (Ardissono et al. (2017)). All data are collected into a single data file. This
file is a core GSDR’s spatial database. For every pilot site, we prepare a minimized
light-weight database. These databases are designed for the FirstLife (Antonini et al.
(2016)) servers. FirstLife and OnToMap are components of WeGovNow; they provide
several shared spatial components (source of public-sector-information data layers,
users’ contribution logging, map tiles web server and common map widgets). FirstLife
and OnToMap are delivered as separated instances for every pilot site; for every instance, we provide light-weight database files and deploy an embeddable service for
users’ input improvement.
2.1. OpenStreetMap
The archiving dataset contains prepared clipped data (see files with the extension
*.bz2 in Table 1). The latest XML OSM planet dump (OpenStreetMapContributors
(2019)) has been downloaded. We use the Spatialite (Furieri (2019)) database management system. OSM XML data is converted to the SpatiaLite format. For this, we,
first, convert an XML data file to a GeoJSON file by the osm2geojson tool. Second,
the c/geojson2splite.tcl script (Noskov (2019c)) converts GeoJSON data to Spa-
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tiaLite. Currently, the script does not work with big GeoJSON files. Thus, the processing of large data files requires splitting such files. We use the geojsplit (Wood (2016))
for this (maximal length of output chunks is 2000 geometries). c/geojson2splite.tcl
can also digest ESRI shapefiles. Since it uses the OGR (Warmerdam and Contributors
(2019)) programming library, the script can cover various popular vector data formats.
In the output database we use OSM-like key-value data model; thus, all OSM items
are preserved.
2.2. Open Data and OnToMap
Open Data is data layers provided for the WeGovNow project by municipalities or
obtained for public websites under Open Data license. The archiving data comprise
original data layers (see the opendata sandona.zip, opendata southwark.rar and
opendata turin.rar files). One can notice that these data are ESRI shapefiles. Because they use an attribute table to store attribute information, we converted attribute
data into a database using a key-value format where the key is a column name. Moreover, Open Data layers are delivered in various coordinate systems; thus, all layers are
transformed into the WGS-84 latitude-longitude notation, which corresponds to the
coordinate system 4326 in the EPSG notation (Warmerdam (2006)).
OnToMap is a shared service of WeGovNow. It collects and provides shared datasets
including logging users activity for all WeGovNow components and services. Open
Data layers have been refined and imported into OnToMap’s database. OnToMap
provides data in the JSON and GeoJSON format through the REST API interface.
The complete database contains both Open Data and data derived from OnToMap;
light-weight databases comprise refined OnToMap data only.

3. Methods and Software
In this sections, we introduce an ”ad-hoc” data quality assurance methodology required for the preparation of embeddable databases. As introduced in Rousell et al.
(2018), we evaluate data intrinsically and comparably. The mentioned work provides
the motivation and advantages of such an approach. The main point is that groundtruth reference datasets are not available in the frame of our project. Thus, we verify
data intrinsically using internal properties of the available spatial information and
comparably exploring similar objects provided by different data sources. Furthermore,
in the present work, we compare the information provided by two sources of raster
tiles.
In the present work, we follow the KISS principle (”keep it small and simple”).
According to it, we use only simple and straightforward solutions from the previous
works. For instance, only the line statistics are derived from the Data-Type model
(Grinberger et al. (2019)), because tag statistics requires quite complex and labor
analysis. The line statistics can be easily interpreted and normalized for the comparison
of heterogeneous pilot sites.
Moreover, from the raster tile analysis (Noskov (2018a)) we mainly focus on the
size-based approach. Edge detection algorithms are applied only for the OSM tiles
evaluation. In order to follow the KISS principle, we formulate several simple rules-ofthumb. Such rules are based on a conducted intensive visual and statistical analysis.
One can characterize such analysis as ”ad-hoc,” which means that is has been conducted for specific pilot sites, data and requirements. Despite this, we believe that the
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rules can be prospectively applied for other conditions with a minor refinement.
For the formulation the rules-of-thumb, several stages are carried out. First, we
calculate equidistant points statistics for brief preliminary evaluation of the OnToMap
data. This allows filtering out low-quality data layers. Second, we order pilot sites
according to the quality of OSM data using Data-Type model (the line statistics).
We use it for further specification of conformance quality levels. Third, we calculate
the simplified data quality indicator, which facilitates the preparation of data for the
resulting databases.
For the implementation of the proposed methods, we have developed a number of
scripts delivered as either the archiving software assembly and dependencies (Noskov
(2019a)) or three independent projects (Noskov (2019b, 2019c, 2019d)). Table 1 provides the information regarding the archived files. The content of the first file is described in 4.5. The second file comprises scripts required for the data conversion and
various quality indicators calculation. tilescf.tar.gz is a collection of common libraries utilized by Tiles.CF and GSDR. The fifth file comprises a shared library and
a Tcl (Flynt (2012)) extension of the GNU Make (Stallman, McGrath, and Smith
(2002)) framework. Other files in the table are extracted from nkov.tar.gz. They
have required for the deployment of the proposed solutions. In 4.5, we describe how
to use the files for the deployment of the prepared software.
Table 1. Archiving Software: an embeddable instance of GSDR, IGIS.TK, Tiles.CF and scripts for the software deployment.

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

File name
emgsdr.tar.gz
igistk.tar.gz
libmake.tcl
Makefile
nkov.tar.gz
tclshc
tilescf.tar.gz

MD5 sum
5a7f9f7b4b0013ecd5b5d9b14b893c28
2d45332c8c27a916765aedd242270b66
e4c78a950d787b59a5abd630b6d66b7d
4b1d09ceb5cc110712e640ab30ff4c72
edfe1e7d7794b65814302686b349c7fb
de0a829108c8a0f44ac14295e0e192b9
4f81cc7f43e15eac7ab2a89782049214

File size
10 Kb
3.8 Mb
707 B
3 Kb
4 Kb
119 B
10 Kb

3.1. Equidistant Points Statistics
Doytsher and Noskov (2015) have proposed equidistant points (EDP) statistics for the
integration of spatial datasets. EDP-based approaches are popular in computer vision
research (e.g., in Belongie, Malik, and Puzicha (2002); Ma and Latecki (2011))for the
detection and comparison of shapes in raster (photo) images. We have found that
such solutions are very useful for the comparison of heterogeneous spatial data layers.
They can be applied for all geometric types and intuitively clear and understandable.
For the preparation of EDP datasets, we use the tilescf/segment.tcl library of the
nkov.tar.gz archive.
Here we use EDP for detecting low-quality OnToMap data layers. The central principle is as follows. EDP are calculated and saved to a separate data layer. Point data
are taken unchanged. EDP reside on line features. Polygon objects are treated as line
features; for this, boundaries are processed. Figure 4 illustrates EDP data for the National Theater (nearby Waterloo Bridge) area. We calculated EDP for two data types:
OSM and OnToMap. For OSM, a one-meter interval between points is applied. In
order to reduce a time for further processing, a three-meter interval is used for the
OnToMap data.
5

Figure 2. A map of one-meter equidistant points (red points) of OpenStreetMap features. Black lines are
OSM polygons’ boundaries; green lines are OSM polylines.

Now we can calculate the shortest distances between points of two datasets. It allows
us to define an average shortest distance from an OnToMap feature to OSM objects.
This approach enables to mark outstanding (in a negative sense) data layers. Notice
that all points, nodes, and vertices are included into EDP datasets. Moreover, EDP
facilitates evaluation of the correctness on the import of Open Data into OnToMap.
For this, we prepare one-meter EDP for both datasets and detect Open Data EDP
without correspondences in OnToMap.
As mentioned, for comparative evaluation of the OnToMap data we define the shortest distance from corresponding points to the closest OSM feature (i.e., point, line or
boundary). Then, for each layer, we aggregate a set of parameters: number of EDP,
minimal, maximal, average, median values, and standard deviation of shortest distances. In order to speed up the processing, instead of OSM features we use corresponding one-meter EDP, while for OnToMap three-meter EDP are calculated.
Number of EDP represent the quantity of geometric information provided by a layer.
Minimal values allow distinguishing outstanding objects; in most cases, it is about zero.
Maximal values enable to define an object with outstanding parts. Average and median
values provide a common impression regarding matching with OSM data. Standard
deviation values show homogeneity/heterogeneity of EDP statistics regarding a data
layer. All these parameters are aggregated for a data layer. A data layer is a set of
spatial features of a certain type of pilot site. We name data layers according to the
convention: DataType (it could be either ”OSM” or ”PSI”), DataSource (”OTM”,
”ODT”, or ”CUR”), PilotSite (”SD”,”TR”,”SW”,”HD”) and DataClass. Meaning
of the abbreviations are as follows: ”OSM” - OpenStreetMap (it can be in either Data
Type or Data Source ), ”PSI” - public sector information (three data sources of PSI
are applicable: OTM, ODT, and OSM), OTM - OnToMap, ODT - Open Data, CUR current OSM data (prospectively, historical OSM data could be appended), SD - San
Dona di Piave, TR - Turin, SW - Southwark, HD - Heidelberg. Data class is a set of
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spatial features grouped thematically (e.g., school, cinema, hospital). In OSM terminology, PSI more or less corresponds to the ”amenity” term; the correspondence is not
exact. The ”PSI.OTM.SD.School” layer name means Public Sector Information (PSI)
derived through the OnToMap’s API for the San Dona di Piave pilot site comprising
schools objects.
3.2. Data-Type Model
As mentioned, we utilize line statistics from Grinberger et al. (2019). Line statistics
are provided for lines of OSM-XML data. The number of lines and the number of
characters are the two main parameters. The overall number of string lines (newline
separated) of a pilot site OSM data (see *.bz2 files of the archiving dataset) is used
for the normalization of other parameters. We define the number string classes for
evaluation of OSM original data. In contrast to the mentioned work, we use the latest
OSM XML data, not full-history data.
Starting (sblank) and ending (fblank-) are first two classes. The former reflects
the complexity of an XML objects tree. Starting spaces (spaces or table) are used for
indents. Ending spaces usually mark imperfection of data writing processes. Thus, the
former indicates richer datasets. Hence, it is a ”positive” indicator (i.e., the bigger
value represents higher data quality). The latter is a ”negative” indicator (i.e., the
bigger value represents lower data quality). For such classes, we use a minus (”-”)
suffix.
The XML format adopts the following special characters: less, more, slash, equal
and space. Less and less-slash open an XML instruction. More character closes an instruction. The equal sign joins key-value attributes; spaces separate words. First, the
XML starting instruction characters frequency is calculated: less followed by a word
(stags), less-slash (ctags) and less not followed by a word (less-). less detects errors. The ending instruction are covered by the following classes: slashmore and more.
Spaces are split into two classes: one space character followed by non-space character (mblanks1) and several neighbor space characters (mblanksmore-). Moreover, the
frequency of equal signs is reported.
Five classes outside XML attribute scope (encapsulated in double quotes) are distinguished: ASCII digits (noatrs09), ASCII lower-case letters (noatrsaz), ASCII uppercase letters (noatrsAZ), the rest ASCII characters (noatrsASCII-), and other characters (noatrsany-).
Finally, atrs classes (i.e., string classes inside the attribute scope) are reported.
atrsblanks reports spaces. Three ASCII classes are as follows: digits (atrs09), lower
(atrsaz) and upper-case (atrsAZ) letters. Non-ASCII symbols should not appear in
OSM XML data files. Thus, all such classes have a ”negative” context. Non-ASCII
letters in lower (atrslow-, e.g. Cyrillic letters -) and upper-case (atrsup-, e.g., Cyrillic letters -) are reported. Then, other letters without the upper or lower case are
reported (atrsalpha-). Furthermore, non-ASCII digits are detected (atrsdigit-).
Finally, punctuation (atrspunct) and printable (atrsgraph) characters are defined.
All rest characters belong to the class atrsany-. It discloses imperfections of an OSM
XML data types.
For each class, we order pilot sites according to the normalized by a lines number
of characters. A pilot site obtains scores ”1”, ”2”, ”3” and ”4” from lower to higher
values. For classes with the suffix ”-” the pilot sites obtain scores is the descending
order. Total summarized scores allow ordering pilot sites. The bigger score indicates a
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higher quality of data set. The Data-Type model is applied only for OSM data.
The
igistk/c/osh2sql.tcl -i map.osm -l linestats.txt
script
of
the archiving software calculates the line statistics. Users can run the
igistk/q/inventosmd3.tcl -l inestats.txt -o /tmp/output.html command to
present the results as an HTML document comprising a table and a chart.
3.3. Raster Tiles Processing
Noskov (2018a) have proposed solutions for automatic analysis of raster tiles data.
OSM and Google Maps data have been considered. Two types of approaches have
been introduced. The first is based on the processing of raster tile sizes. This method
is quite simple and does not require actual retrieval of raster tiles, but it is not accurate
and provides a general overview without details. The second is based on the Canny
edge algorithm for the detection of linear elements on raster images. This method is
more accurate, but it requires the actual retrieval of raster files. Since the most map
tiles providers restrict the massive retrieval of such data, it could be quite problematic
to implement the method for large areas. What is more, downloading of large raster
datasets is a quite time-consuming process.
Thus, it the frame of this work, we focus on size-based analysis. We disclosed that
size data could be easily obtained from the headers, which are available for all tiles
and are accessible by special requests. We conducted massive requests of raster tiles
headers to collect size information of Google Tiles. OSM data were rendered locally
using standard OSM style because the OSM project provides all required data and
tools. Then, we have compared OSM and Google maps tiles sizes. Differences of OSM
and Google Maps file sizes is used as a data quality indicator in a tile. Bigger size
indicates higher quality. Images in the PNG format are examined for this.
In addition to the size analysis, for OSM raster tile data we extracted edges. As mentioned, OSM raster tiles have been preliminarily rendered to prevent massive downloading of large raster data. The extracted edges are processes as a set of points. A
point is a pixel (X and Y pixel coordinates) of a detected edge. An overall number of
points (pixels) reflects the quantity of information provided by a tile.
Figure 3 demonstrates a sample result of the Canny edge detection for a tile; tile
coordinates and file size are provided. We use the following command of the ImageMagick package (Still (2006)) for caring out the algorithm: convert infile.png
-colorspace gray -canny 0x4+5%+5% outfile.png.
3.4. Simplified Data Quality Indicator
Rousell et al. (2018) have proposed a Simplified Data Quality Indicator (SDQI). SDQI
is a data quality indicator aggregating various parameters. For this, a set of parameters are defined. Each parameter represents an essential aspect of data or metadata.
Moreover, a lower value indicates lower fitness-of-use and vice versa. The following dependencies are required: the number of points, number of lines, length of lines, number
of polygons, length of polygons boundaries, areas of polygons, number of attributes.
These parameters are applicable to all types of spatial vector datasets. Moreover, additional parameters are calculated for OSM data: number of tile hits (represents an
OSM tile popularity; it is delivered by the OSM planet portal), number of contributors, number of changesets, average version, average timestamp. SDQI is calculated as
follows:
8

(a) Original OSM tile (X=80440,
Y=87302, ZoomLevel=19, file size in
bytes 187302).

(b) The corresponding Canny edge detection results.

Figure 3. Raster tile edge detection

Pn
SDQI =

vi −min vi
i=0 (max vi −min vi )/10



(max c −min c)/10

−min c

(1)

In the equation, i is a parameters index; min vi and max vi are minimal and maximal
values of a parameter, correspondingly. min c and max c are minimal and maximal class
numbers. The equation splits data into 11 classes according to the data quality. A
lower value indicates lower data quality and vice versa. SDQI is calculated for OSM
tile rectangle areas in zoom level 19. In addition to me mentioned parameters, in this
work we introduce one new source. The Canny edge number of points (see 3.3 for
details) for each tile region of OSM is applied in addition to the other parameters.
3.5. Conformance Quality Level
As proposed at the beginning of the section, two rules-of-thumb are defined. The rules
are based on an intensive visual and statistical analysis of data and the results of the
proposed methods. In Section 4 we formulate a rule to EDP statistics results. The
rule allows us to preliminary filter out the low-quality OnToMap data layers. SDQI
and size-based statistics are aggregated on bar-charts diagrams to demonstrate the
second rule-of-thumb. For the rule definition, we also use a list of pilot sites ordered
according to the data-type analysis results. The rule establishes conformance quality
(SDQI) level (i.e., minimal accepted data quality level); only data with quality higher
or equal an accepted level are included into the proposed embeddable services. For
this, we use SDQI classes.
The prs/igistk/q/wbi.tcl script implements the proposed data quality indicator. It provides functions for calculating the required parameters and SDQI. Results are stored in a GSDR database instance. The script intensively utilizes the
prs/tilescf/libtiles.tcl library of the archiving software for tile-based processing.
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Figure 4. Data Model

4. Results
Embeddable systems comprising of the prepared databases according to the proposed
methodology (WeGovNowConsortium and OpenStreetMapContributors (2019)) and
the corresponding software (Noskov (2019a)) are the results of this work. The archiving
datasets contain the source and resulting datasets. The archiving software consists of
the applications and libraries amalgamation (Tiles.CF, IGIS.TK, additional tools, and
libraries) developed for the preparation of the embeddable databases and a part of the
source code of GSDR.GQ required for the deployment of the embeddable systems.
4.1. Resulting Data Model and Datasets
Table 2 shows a list of the resulting files. The *.sqlite files are SpatiaLite GSDR
databases. *.csv.gz are comma-separated value compressed text files. They mainly
provide content dumps of the full GSDR database’s tables. *.linestats.txt are
line statistics resulting files. linestats.html provides the line statistics in humanreadable HTML format. *.poly provide boundaries of pilot sites suitable for various OSM tools. *.osm.bz2 are OSM data clipped from the OSM full history dump.
*.json.gz are compressed GeoJSON files providing masks utilized for the extraction of OSM (sdqimask.json.gz), and OnToMap’s PSI (sdqipsimask.json.gz)
data for GSDR pilot sites’ instances. ontomapdata.tar.gz archives data layers
provided by OnToMap. opendata sandona.zip, opendata southwark.rar,g and
opendata turin.rar comprises original (without modifications) Open Data in the
ESRI shape-file format.
Many of the described files have been dumped from the central GSDR database
(qwgnsdata.sqlite.gz). All *.sqlite.gz files utilize a data model introduced in
Figure 4. The presented data model has been derived from the main GSDR database.
Pilot site instances of the database comprise only the following tables: elements, tags,
keys, vals, tiles, and eltile.
In Figure 4, three types of data are presented: master, tile index, quality assessment, and supplementary information. Master data are broken down into the
four following tables. First, the elements (the elements.csv.gz corresponding data
dump) table provides the primary information regarding a geographic data feature. All features have the id (primary key), dataid (an id derived from a source
dataset), version (a version of a feature), uid (user id), timestamp(object creating
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Table 2. Archiving data: data files information.

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

File name
corpts.csv.gz
edpotmdist.csv.gz
elements.csv.gz
eltile.csv.gz
gsdr wgn sd.sqlite
gsdr wgn sw.sqlite
gsdr wgn tr.sqlite
hd.linestats.txt
hd.osm.bz2
hd.poly
keys.csv.gz
linestats.html
nocorpts.csv.gz
ontomapdata.tar.gz
opendata sandona.zip
opendata southwark.rar
opendata turin.rar
osmrast ptsnum.csv.gz
osmrastpts.csv.gz
qwgnsdata.sqlite.gz
sandona.poly
sd.linestats.txt
sd.osm.bz2
sdqidata.csv.gz
sdqimask.json.gz
sdqipsimask.json.gz
southwark.poly
sw.linestats.txt
sw.osm.bz2
tags.csv.gz
tiles.csv.gz
tilesizes.csv.gz
tr.linestats.txt
tr.osm.bz2
turin.poly
vals.csv.gz
wgntilelog.sqlite.gz

MD5 sum
3865626c9ea29968292484fb206da4b1
f73c07bed9af6739ae9db25c746e548d
b8beca49911f8d6145409a5af6f1ae47
4f977a80deef8ac0fe50deef39320edc
c44ccee39d13635a5cc74e2616e0c9ad
109b925b8a75f13d2e461f1c76702a43
be1f4e884f7e6c9e847adbd89db1efea
822e2f76023ffea8caaa371fe9a8736a
f18b837a6111dba48fde92cdef966c2e
c885be83c702450c2d54d2d0460bccc0
ccf7eb4cdb38e8a49550909bfde94398
e6309a4d625488bc9ef1999ba4a1fbf3
ab4a08619f81d6bad0508199513c54fa
6f388e92f541d0573a99b7292a06f401
09bd68eabc476b07d1bf81b6c994af5d
cb2ed202374bdb194a66ddf153d9bb71
47f5e0216c2f67a57b24b7c83aae0f58
e18b3d4ba49acaafaf8b30f18f175b4f
3eb8d2a3d09ce0a50f8b75c812c9d211
aa7fb169091d4614b465370dfd5e69fc
b732e21887670c171b8e175f981b128e
d54de1a26cabf40930a2b562da1cd5b7
e959f35c59c210cfa880608959f7c0ed
1b9258bb95b1686eeff1fa0d7c412687
0f3c9b125e30419cffab57207bcbb772
14e0e2249aff8a8cf78ffeb93b87d7e1
51c1290a55bc8cbab86b119c68e26c4b
b591bd22b8ddae07e5709b1705e3fd5f
92004647668d496977eb4b8ea446eea0
1c90d903f437cd7fc2263e3ae98b1734
3165f5d0a53c87d343a79cb235822f61
71f961b960a22789034f32140ae41ea3
ff147a233ccd1e53f53d5d28259a1976
100800c7305153f57cfb805fcca6e874
f86130b138e50766b1c34e839b0f4d72
3ab1a1eb1bbbacf3070b323534f9f769
e22b116d70fbfa01484b937725ed6376
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File size
40.1 Mb
6.8 Mb
25.1 Mb
5.1 Mb
22.3 Mb
119.8 Mb
71.2 Mb
428 B
12 Mb
145 B
20 Kb
11 Kb
3.1 Mb
8.7 Mb
357 Kb
4.9 Mb
4.1 Mb
1.6 Mb
2.4 Gb
836.3 Mb
2 Kb
418 B
2.2 Mb
5.8 Mb
132 Kb
99 Kb
150 B
430 B
12.1 Mb
16.6 Mb
4.2 Mb
2.9 Mb
426 B
6 Mb
2 Kb
2.7 Mb
460.1 Mb

time), changeset, datasrc, and geom. The datasrc column has one of the following values: ”OSM.CUR.HD”, ”OSM.CUR.SD”, ”OSM.CUR.SW”, ”OSM.CUR.TR”,
”PSI.ODT.SD”, ”PSI.ODT.SW”, ”PSI.ODT.TR”, ”PSI.OTM.SD”, ”PSI.OTM.SW”
or ”PSI.OTM.TR”. geom stores geometric features. Through tags (tags.csv.gz) every element feature is joined with a corresponding keys (keys.csv.gz) and vals
(vals.csv.gz) text (txt columns) entities. The master data tables are created according to the following SQL code (see igistk/c/geojson2splite.tcl of the archiving
software for more information):
CREATE TABLE elements (
id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY,
dataid TEXT,
version INTEGER,
type INTEGER,
uid INTEGER,
timestamp INTEGER,
changeset INTEGER,
datasrc TEXT);
SELECT AddGeometryColumn(’elements’, ’geom’, 4326, ’GEOMETRY’, ’XY’);
CREATE TABLE keys (
txt TEXT,
UNIQUE (txt) ON CONFLICT IGNORE);
CREATE TABLE vals (
txt TEXT,
UNIQUE (txt) ON CONFLICT IGNORE);
CREATE TABLE tags (
id INTEGER,
key INTEGER,
val INTEGER,
PRIMARY KEY (id, key, val) ON CONFLICT IGNORE,
FOREIGN KEY (id) REFERENCES elements(id),
FOREIGN KEY (key) REFERENCES keys(rowid),
FOREIGN KEY (val) REFERENCES vals(rowid));
The second data type is a tile index consisting of the tiles (tiles.csv.gz) and
eltile (eltile.csv.gz) tables. The former includes five tables: q, col, row, geomcent,
and geompol. q is a quadkey value. Schwartz (2018) has proposed a quadkey implementation and described its special properties, which make quakeys extremely useful
for the spatial indexing and data aggregation. We intensively use these properties in
the frame of the project. In addition to the quadkey, we take advantages of the normal
tile coordinates stored in col (”X” coordinate) and row (”Y” coordinate). All tiles are
in zoom level 19; thus, we do not have a zoom level information in the database.
Moreover, the table manages geomcent and geompol columns. They handle geometries of tile centroid and polygon objects. eltile is a tile-based spatial index joining
the elements and tiles tables.
The sdqidata (sdqidata.csv.gz) table provides the data quality assessment results and related parameters. Aggregated results are resided
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in the sdqi column. The name column concludes on of the following values: ”OSM.CUR.SW”, ”OSM.CUR.TR”, ”OSM.CUR.HD”, ”OSM.CUR.SD”,
”PSI.ODT.SW”, ”PSI.OSM.SW”, ”PSI.OTM.SW”, ”PSI.ODT.TR”, ”PSI.OSM.TR”,
”PSI.OTM.TR”, ”PSI.ODT.SD”, ”PSI.OSM.SD”,”PSI.OTM.SD”, ”PSI.ODT.HD”,
”PSI.OSM.HD”, ”PSI.OTM.HD”. In addition to the datasrc column of the elements
table, it utilizes ”PSI.OSM.*” data layers. The meaning of such values is public
sector information derived from OSM data. The selected OSM features correspond
the OnToMap data types. The ”highway” data have been excluded from the SDQI
processing; 4.2 discusses it.
Finally, the cannypts (osmrast ptsnum.csv.gz), edpotmdist (edpotmdist.csv.gz),
psiedp (edpotmdist.csv.gz) and ps. cannypts stores edge information (points number in the count column) extracted from OSM raster tiles joined with tiles through
the q (quad key) column. ps collects polygons of the pilot sites.
4.2. Equidistant Points Statistics
EDP results enable us to evaluate the OnToMap. For this, we compare OnToMap data
with source Open Data and, then, with OSM. The OnToMap and Open Data comparison are based on one-meter EDP. The psiedp table of the full database provides
the prepared EDP data. The table contains point integer coordinates in the UTM
projection. For each coordinate pair, we calculated the number of points belongs to a
pair. If both data types (OnToMap and Open Data) are linked to a coordinate pair,
this pair is marked as correct and, thus, appeared in corpts.csv.gz. Otherwise, it is
considered as incorrect and stored in nocorpts.csv.gz.
Several inferences can be concluded from the resulting EDP data. First, one can
notice that Southwark EDP comprise very few points (52) without correspondences.
That indicates that almost all data features from the source Open Data appear almost
unchanged in the OnToMap database. Second, the San Dona di Piave EDP datasets
comprise up to 160 points without correspondences (points appeared in OnToMap
database only). After the examination of these points, we have concluded that the
source data set we have is not complete. Few data sets are not included in the Open
Data layers transferred to us. Third, the Turin EDP data have massive points without
correspondences; both single Open Data and OnToMap points are marked. It means
that many data features were ruled out during the data selecting. Moreover, there
are many OnToMap points without Open Data pairs. It indicates that several source
Open Data layers are not included in the dataset provided for the evaluation.
In Figure 5, sample points without correspondences are depicted. Number of points
with and without pairs are as follows (number of pair points, without correspondences,
ratio, OnToMap single points, and Open Data single points):
• Southwark: 1250815, 0.004%, 52, 26, 26;
• San Dona di Piave: 67834, 160, 0.2%, 160, 0;
• Turin: 1281459, 185054, 14.4%, 116627, 68427.
From the provided statistics one can conclude that the Southwark Open Data are
complete and corresponded to the OnToMap database. For San Dona di Piave, lacking
source datasets should be found. For Turin data, many layers are derived from unknown
data sources. The original data does not contain about 5.3% percent of the data
presented in OnToMap.
In addition to the described earlier analysis, EDP data are utilized for the evaluation
and filtering out of the OnToMap data against OSM features. According to 3.1, the
13
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Figure 5. One-meter EDP without correspondences: OnToMap (blue point), Open Data (red points). Grey OnToMap data; red lines - boundaries of pilot sites. Left - Turin (Parco Data in the center). Right - San Dona
di Piave.

shortest distances from the three-meter OnToMap EDP to the one-meter OSM EDP
are calculated (see the edpotmdist.csv.gz resulting file). The results are presented
in Table 3 according the pilot sites and layer names. A complete list of the OnToMap’s
layer names is as follows:
• San Dona di Piave (25 layers): Accommodation, ArtGallery, BicyclePath, Business, Cafe, Cinema, Club, CulturalCenter, FinancialService, FoodAndAccommodation,HealthSocialService, InformationCommunicationService, Leisure,
Library, Logistics, Manufacturing, Monument, Museum, PowerDistribution, ProfessionalScientificTechnicalActivity, RealEstateActivity, Restaurant,
School, Store, WaterAndWasteDisposal;
• Turin: Cinema, Drugstore, HealthSocialService, Hospital, LawEnforcement,
Leisure, PlaceOfWorship, School, StreetMarket, UrbanPark;
• Southwark: BicyclePath, Highway, HistoricalCenter, Monument, ParkingLot,
PlaceOfWorship, School, TrainStation, UrbanPark.
We have carried out a detailed visual and statistical analysis of the datasets and
defined the first rule of thumb. The rule says that layers comprise more than 500 points
with average, median and standard deviation more than 4, 2 and 4, correspondingly,
should be excluded from the further processing, because they are inconsistent with
the OSM features. In Table 3 values meeting the criteria are marked by a bold font.
According to the table, the ”PSI.OTM.SW.Highway” layer should be excluded. It is
recommended to exclude the layer from the WeGovNow platform completely. OSM
highway data provided by GSDR.GQ can be used instead.
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Table 3. Shortest distances from three-meter OnToMap EDP to one-meter OSM EDP. Values bigger than
the values defined by the rule-of-thumb are marked by a bold font.

Data
Number
PSI.OTM.SD.ArtGallery
1
PSI.OTM.SD.BicyclePath
22327
PSI.OTM.SD.Business
724
PSI.OTM.SD.Cafe
85
PSI.OTM.SD.Cinema
3
PSI.OTM.SD.Club
20
PSI.OTM.SD.CulturalCenter
1
PSI.OTM.SD.FinancialService
175
PSI.OTM.SD.FoodAndAccom
181
PSI.OTM.SD.HealthSocialService
94
PSI.OTM.SD.InformationCom
107
PSI.OTM.SD.Leisure
63
PSI.OTM.SD.Library
1
PSI.OTM.SD.Logistics
67
PSI.OTM.SD.Manufacturing
262
PSI.OTM.SD.Monument
23
PSI.OTM.SD.ProfessionalScienti
191
PSI.OTM.SD.RealEstateActivity
996
PSI.OTM.SD.Restaurant
58
PSI.OTM.SD.School
65
PSI.OTM.SD.Store
1110
PSI.OTM.SD.WaterAndWasteDis
9
PSI.OTM.SW.BicyclePath
1014
PSI.OTM.SW.Highway
286418
PSI.OTM.SW.HistoricalCenter
36191
PSI.OTM.SW.ParkingLot
80533
PSI.OTM.SW.School
390
PSI.OTM.SW.TrainStation
14
PSI.OTM.SW.UrbanPark
26496
PSI.OTM.TR.Cinema
61
PSI.OTM.TR.Drugstore
225
PSI.OTM.TR.Hospital
6468
PSI.OTM.TR.LawEnforcement
66
PSI.OTM.TR.PlaceOfWorship
8443
PSI.OTM.TR.School
61099
PSI.OTM.TR.StreetMarket
7123
PSI.OTM.TR.UrbanPark
421023
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Min
3.7
0
0
0
3.1
0.4
1.3
0
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.1
7.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.7
0
0
0
0
0.1
0.4
0
0.1
0.1
0
0.1
0
0
0
0

Max
3.7
29.9
29.8
15.1
5.2
7.6
1.3
15.6
19
17
29
11.7
7.1
12.2
24.6
16.3
29.8
29.8
17.1
11.2
29.8
29.8
16.5
29.9
29.9
12.5
26.6
8.8
29.7
5.5
9.6
29.9
6.1
29.9
29.9
29.1
29.9

Avg
3.7
2.6
3.1
2.9
4.4
3.7
1.3
2.8
2.8
4.4
4.2
3.3
7.1
3.2
4.2
6.3
4
3.8
2.7
4
3.4
6.7
2.3
4.1
3.5
2.1
7.3
2.6
2.4
2.3
1.2
4
1.4
3.7
4.2
2.4
3.9

Median
3.7
1.9
2.2
2.2
4.8
3.5
1.3
2.1
2.1
3.8
2.6
2.8
7.1
2.7
3.2
5.9
2.5
2.8
2.1
3.7
2.5
4.3
1.8
2.4
2
1.7
5.3
1.3
1.7
2.2
1
1.9
1.1
1.7
1.8
1.7
2.7

Stdev
0
3
3.5
2.9
1.1
2.2
0
2.3
2.8
3
4.6
2.3
0
2.2
3.5
4.2
5.1
4.1
2.6
2.7
3.4
8.9
2.1
4.9
4.4
1.6
6
2.7
2.6
1.3
1
5.3
1.3
5
6
2.4
4.2

4.3. Data-Type Evaluation Results
Table 4 provides the line statistics results (see also the archived *linestats.txt
row data files and linestats.html aggregated data document). First of all, one can
conclude that there are no ”negative” (”-”-suffixed) classes. All occurrences of all such
classes equal ”0”. That means that all the examined OSM data dumps are consistent
and do not have problems and imperfections on the data format and XML structure
level. In the table, scores ”1”, ”2”, ”3” and ”4” are marked by regular, italic, bold and
bold-italic fonts, correspondingly. Scores are given using the normalized lines number
values.
According to the resulting scores, the pilot sites are ordered from the lower to higher
quality as follows: San Dona di Piave (19), Turin (39), Heidelberg (55) and Southwark
(67). Further, we define conformance quality levels for the OSM data for each pilot
site. The second rule-of-thumb is as follows: a minimal acceptable SDQI quality level
is more or equal the SDQI quality level of a pilot site with fewer scores according to
the data-type model.
4.4. Simplified Data Quality Indicator Calculation and Raster Tile
Processing Results
SDQI is calculated for every tile of the pilot sites. SDQI of OSM data is provided for
all pilot sites. While, SDQI of PSI data is delivered for three pilot sites (excluding
Heidelberg), which are the WeGovNow’s pilot sites. PSI’s SDQI does not cover OSM
specific parameters (number of hits, contributors, changesets, canny points, average
version, and timestamps). It is calculated for the comparison of the PSI sources: OSM,
OnToMap and Open Data.
As mentioned in 3.3, files sizes of PNG raster tiled web maps of OSM and Google
Maps are compared. File sizes were obtained without actual downloading of PNG files;
they have been retrieved from headers provided by a web server. In general, bigger tile
size means that it provides a more quantity of information.
According to the harvested size statistics, empty tiles (i.e., tiles filled by only one
color) have the following sizes: OSM - 81, Google Maps - 215. Further, we use the
difference of these values as a ”gap” value (215-81 = 134). In order to prevent the
influence of the PNG encoding model chosen by tile providers, we normalize the OSM
- GoogleMaps tile size differences using the gap. Tiles’ SDQI groups the resulting
statistics of the file-size differences.
In order to define conformance quality level of OSM data, we analyze tile file size
according to the SDQI classes. Figure 2 illustrates the results. In the figure, the following parameters are depicted (Y-axis): standard deviation (dark red bars), minimal (red), median (green), average (blue), and maximal (yellow) values of OSMGoogleMaps file-size differences. All parameters are calculated using the following
equation: (osm size − googlemaps size)/gap. Moreover, minimal and maximal values
are divided by 10.
Using the bar charts, we have specified the third rule-of-thumb: a minimally acceptable data quality level is bigger than SDQI class with either minimal or average value
more than two of standard deviation, minimal or maximal values, while these two values are not equal zero. According to Figure 2 and two rules-of-thumb, an acceptable
data quality level for pilot sites are as follows: (a) San Dona di Piave - 4, (b) Turin 4, (c) Heidelberg - 2, (d) Southwark - 2. For San Dona di Piave, ”4” has been defined,
because in class ”3” median and average values are lower than all other values. For
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Table 4. Data-Type Model - Line Statistics Results

Attribute name
lines
chars
sblank
atrs
noatrs
stags
ctags
slashmore
more
mblanks1
noatrsaz
dquotes
atrsblanks
atrs09
atrsaz
atrsAZ
atrspunct
atrsgraph
SCORE

hd
2530197
165,988,299
(1.126E+02)
8,263,740
(5.607E+00)
90,364,243
(6.131E+01)
67,360,316
(4.570E+01)
9,680,287
(6.568E+00)

sd
458375
34,919,699
(2.369E+01)
1,413,536
(9.591E-01)
19,365,896
(1.314E+01)
14,140,267
(9.594E+00)
1,697,083
(1.151E+00)

317,670
(2.155E-01)

49,580
(3.364E-02)

4,425,056
817,592
(3.002E+00) (5.547E-01)
317,669
(2.155E-01)

49,579
(3.364E-02)

8,429,068
(5.719E+00)
35,761,498
(2.426E+01)
16,858,136
(1.144E+01)

1,724,456
(1.170E+00)
8,077,521
(5.481E+00)
3,448,912
(2.340E+00)

191,450
(1.299E-01)

19,724
(1.338E-02)

50,849,667
(3.450E+01)
14,770,431
(1.002E+01)
2,409,364
(1.635E+00)
5,280,787
(3.583E+00)
4,408
(2.991E03)
55

12,046,340
(8.174E+00)
2,362,232
(1.603E+00)
402,052
(2.728E-01)
1,084,071
(7.356E-01)
2,565
(1.740E03)
19

17

sw
2661966
168,024,430
(1.140E+02)
8,810,992
(5.978E+00)
93,092,114
(6.316E+01)
66,121,324
(4.486E+01)
10,096,675
(6.851E+00)
1414,824
(2.815E01)
4,494,286
(3.049E+00)
414,823
(2.815E01)
8,335,417
(5.656E+00)
34,029,882
(2.309E+01)
16,670,834
(1.131E+01)
1,132,696
(7.685E01)
46,094,568
(3.128E+01)
20,745,112
(1.408E+01)
3,294,365
(2.235E+00)
5,151,912
(3.496E+00)
2,627
(1.782E03)
67

tr
1473814
94,605,273
(6.419E+01)
4,729,122
(3.209E+00)
53,381,869
(3.622E+01)
36,494,282
(2.476E+01)
5,327,011
(3.614E+00)
360,556
(2.446E-01)
2,226,518
(1.511E+00)
360,555
(2.446E-01)
4,623,310
(3.137E+00)
18,973,022
(1.287E+01)
9,246,620
(6.274E+00)
343,010
(2.327E-01)
26,494,417
(1.798E+01)
12,315,721
(8.356E+00)
1,892,739
(1.284E+00)
3,088,311
(2.095E+00)
1,051
(7.131E-04)
39

Turin, in class ”4”, median and average values are lower than standard deviation and
maximal. Thus, according to the third rule-of-thumb, the minimally acceptable quality
level should be ”5”, but it is ”4” because of the second rule-of-thumb (i.e., it should
be less or equal the level of a pilot site with lower OSM data-type model quality).
For Heidelberg, the minimally acceptable quality level is ”2”, because in the class ”1”
a minimal value equals zero. For Southwark, the minimally acceptable quality is ”3”
according to the third rule-of-thumb, but it is defined as ”2” because of the second
rule-of-thumb.
A final rule-of-thumb allows defining minimally acceptable SDQI level for PSI data
using the OSM, PSI OnToMap, and PSI OSM SDQI results. The rule says that PSI
OnToMap SDQI should be more than PSI OSM SDQI for tiles with OSM SDQI more
or equal a minimally acceptable data quality level. Moreover, PSI OnToMap SDQI
level should have ”+2” class in comparison to PSI OSM SDQI for tiles with OSM
SDQI less a minimally acceptable data quality level. The rule can be formulated as
follows:
Qpsiotm − Qpsiosm ≥ −1, when Qcurosm ≥ Qminosm ;
Qpsiotm − Qpsiosm > 2,
when Qcurosm <Qminosm .
Tiles corresponding to the described rule are marked in Figure 3 as an OTM mask.
The masks depict areas used for the selection PSI OnToMap data for the resulting
databases of the pilot sites. In the figure, OSM SDQI classes are displayed by color
background. For each pilot site the third rule-of-thumb defines, which specifies masks
for the selection of OSM data masks. One can notice that significant area of the San
Dona di Piave and Turin sites have SDQI level below a minimally acceptable quality
level. While, almost whole areas of Heidelberg and Southwark pilot sites are covered
by tiles with SDQI level greater than minimally acceptable quality levels.
4.5. Deployment of an embeddable GSDR instance
The archiving software comprises files (see emgsdr.tar.gz) required for the embeddable services deployment. The proposed services can be easily installed on
GNU/Linux and any Unix-like systems (e.g., *BSD or MacOS). There are no principal obstacles for installing on Windows systems, but it was not tested. We use the
same deployment solutions as we have described in Zipf and Noskov (2018). Further,
we provide concrete installation steps for Debian-like systems (e.g., Debian, Ubuntu,
Linux Mint, etc.). We use a Debian Jessie system in an ARM cloud.
First of all, we install the standard dependencies provided by a Linux distribution:
$ apt-get install libxml2-dev libgeos++-dev libproj-dev tcllib apache2-dev

Since we need to process multiple concurrent user requests, SQLite database should
be configured to use multi-threaded threading mode (Haldar (2016)). Otherwise, there
will be errors caused by incorrect processing of multiple requests coming from Apache
Rivet. Typically, Linux distributions provide an SQLite library with the ”serialize”
threading mode by default, which is inappropriate for our system. Thus, we compile
SQLite to enable the required multi-threaded threading mode. Because of this, all
further dependencies must be built for the source code. The source code is obtained
using the following instructions:
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Figure 2. File-size statistics (Y-axis) according to the SDQI classes (X-axis). a) San Dona di Piave, b) Turin, c) Heidelberg, d) Southwark. Standard deviation (dark red),
minimal (red), median (green), average (blue) and maximal (yellow) values.
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Figure 3. SDQI Results. Color background is OSM SDQI levels. Hatching areas are masks used for the
OnToMap data selection.
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$
$
$
$

wget
wget
wget
wget

https://www.sqlite.org/2018/sqlite-autoconf-3260000.tar.gz
http://apache.40b.nl/tcl/rivet/rivet-3.1.0.tar.gz
http://www.gaia-gis.it/gaia-sins/libspatialite-4.3.0a.tar.gz
https://www.sqlite.org/contrib/download/extension-functions.c?get=25

Then, all compressed source files need to be extracted using the command tar −
xvzf f ilename.tar.gz. Next, a user needs to go to every extracted folder and execute
the following standard commands:
$ ./configure
$ make
$ sudo make install

For the SQLite library an the procedure is slightly different from others (first,
configure the library using the SQLITE THREADSAFE=2 mode and, second, go to
tea folder to install the required Tcl SQLite library):
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

./configure SQLITE_THREADSAFE=2
make
sudo make install
cd tea/
./configure
make
sudo make install

The SpatiaLite library was configured using this: ./conf igure − −disable − f reexl.
For ./configure commands, users might apply a ”−−pref ix = /destination/f older”
option to install compiled files into a non-standard destination. It is useful to one who
does not have root permissions.
Now, a user should install the embeddable system itself. For this, first, she needs to
download the archiving software (let us say that it is saved into a gsdrfiles folder)
from (Noskov (2019a)), and, second, carry out the installation instructions:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

cd gsdrfiles
tar -xvzf emgsdr.tar.gz
tar -xvzf nkov.tar.gz
tar -xvzf tilescf.tar.gz
chmod +x tclshc
make NAME=nkov
make NAME=tilescf
cd /tmp/nkov
make install
cd /tmp/tilescf
make install

Next, users need to configure Apache. Supposing that Apache uses the
/var/www/html folder for storing web files, 000-default.conf needs to comprise the
following virtual host configuration:
<VirtualHost *:80>
DocumentRoot /var/www/html
LoadModule rivet_module /usr/lib/apache2/modules/mod_rivet.so
AddType ’application/x-rivet-tcl;charset=utf-8’ tcl
RivetServerConf ChildInitScript "source /var/www/initscript.tcl"
</VirtualHost>

The apache2.conf needs to configure Apache Rivet using such code (a user configures
concrete values, it depends on available resources):
RivetServerConf SeparateVirtualInterps yes
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Figure 4. An embeddable system’s use cases: a) existing object picking, b) text completing, c) client- and
server-side snapping functionality, and d) spell-checking.

RivetServerConf SeparateChannels yes
<IfModule mod_rewrite.c>
RewriteEngine On
RewriteCond %{HTTPS} !on
RewriteRule .* https://%{HTTP_HOST}%{REQUEST_URI} [R=301,L,QSA]
</IfModule>
KeepAlive Off
<IfModule prefork.c>
StartServers
5
MinSpareServers
5
MaxSpareServers
10
MaxClients
150
MaxRequestsPerChild 1500
</IfModule>

Next, databases and server-side code files should be copied to proper destinations:
$
$
$
$
$

cp www/html/api.tcl /var/www/html
chmod +r /var/www/html/api.tcl
cp www/initscript.tcl www/killdelay.sh /var/www
chmod +x www/killdelay.sh
chmod +r www/initscript.tcl www/killdelay.sh

Finally, a database gsdr wgn *.sqlite needs to be copied into the /var/www folder.
An instance is ready-to-use after the restarting a web server. Figure 4 demonstrates
the usage of the installed system.
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5. Conclusion
In this work, we introduced a concept and implementation of embeddable web services
for data quality assurance designed for WebGIS Smart-City and e-Government applications. The proposed solutions are applicable for modern open-data web services,
especially non-commerce instances.
The software facilitates two main tasks: the data preparation and embeddable webservice functionality. The data preparation breaks down into the following steps of
the equidistant points analysis, applying of the data-type model and definition of
conformance quality levels for pilot sites. EDP statistics allows preliminary evaluation
and filtering out public-sector-information data layers. The data model enables to
order pilot sites according to the OSM data quality. The definition of conformance
quality levels is based on the comparison of OSM and Google Maps map tiles and
OSM Simplified Data Quality Indicator.
The conducted quality assessment allows specifying areas with a satisfactory quality of OSM data. These data are included in embeddable databases. Moreover, we use
SDQI to select appropriate public-sector-information Open Data features for embeddable databases.
The second type of the archiving software is required for the functionality of embeddable instances of Geo-Spatial Data Repository. We have demonstrated the concrete
steps required for the installation of an instance as a part of Apache Web Server. Installed instances can be utilized as shared services for quality assurance and improved.
We demonstrated a number of use cases: text completing, spell-checking, object-picking
and snapping. Moreover, generated quality assessment resulting data provide an inventory of examined geospatial datasets.
The described solutions are delivered as an open-source and open-data system. It
consists of a number of software projects easily available online and various datasets.
Both are archived in a general-purpose open-access repository. This makes it possible
to use our solutions in broad research and development areas, which are not limited
only Smart-City and e-Government applications.
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